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The Netherlands offer the course “Meeting the Police Education below Sea Level”.
The course will offer the participants a programme through which they will become more
familiar with the structure, responsibilities and training methods of the Dutch police.
Various police training facilities will be visited during this course. The course will be held in
English. Applicants will have to be able to understand presentations in the English
language and be able to discuss and contribute to interactive parts of the course.
Applicants have to be (senior) officers and employed in the field of police education, for
instance board members, managers, teachers/trainers and educational developers.
The invitation will be sent out separately.

Switzerland: no special courses; police officers interested in attending an Swiss course (in
German, French or Italian language) are always welcome to sign up for courses published
on the website www.institut-police.ch
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Name of the Police Academy
Educational Complex of Police of the Republic of Armenia
Course title
Criminal-legal, criminological and criminal procedural problems of countering
corruption
Date
09 June 2020 (arrival expected on 08th June, departure on 10th June)
Duration
1 days
Contents and Subjects
International scientific-practical conference

Objectives
-Study of international experience of countering corruption,
- Experience exchange within the framework of countering corruption,
-Study of measures of countering corruption.
Deadline for registration
15th April 2020
Place
Yerevan, Armenia
Languages
Russian, English
Fee
No participation fee
Number of Participants
5
Target group
Lecturers and experts of police educational institutions
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Information and Registration
st

Reports should be sent to e-mail: info@edupolice.am until 1 of May,
For additional information, please contact: +37410772047, +37410770682 or
info@edupolice.am
Accommodation
On participants’ costs (Double Tree by Hilton-77 euro per day)
Catering
Local transportation and food are covered by Educational Complex of Police of
the Republic of Armenia
Extra Costs

Additional Remarks
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Name of the Police Academy
German Police University, Münster, Germany
Course title
Police on the Web 2.0 – Digital Media and Crime / Cyber Crime
Date
2 – 4 June 2020
Duration
3 days
Contents and Subjects
Aspects of operational counter strategies to cyber crime
Use of the Internet by the police – legal and other limitations
Police investigations in social media networks, share of regulations in force,
share of experience made so far
New media and organisational development
Current situation report
Objectives
Becoming familiar with phenomena, scope and trends of media (mass) crime,
assessing current prevention and control strategies, highlighting challenges a
senior police officer faces in this field

Deadline for registration
April 2020
Place
Münster
Languages
German
Fee
194,-- Euro
Number of Participants
50
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Target group
Senior police officers and their counterparts from abroad, prosecutors, judges
Information and Registration
anmeldungfortbildung@dhpol.de
Accommodation
DHPol or nearby hotels (hotel accommodation at delegates’ own expense)
Catering

Extra Costs
Optional : outside event
Additional Remarks
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Name of the Police Academy
German Police University, Münster, Germany
Course title
European Police Cooperation
Date
16 - 18 November 2020
Duration
3 days
Contents and Subjects
Matters of sovereignty, supra-nationality, protection of fundamental rights
EU agencies, e.g. EUROJUST, EUROPOL, FRONTEX, etc.
EU regulation projects – current matters and issues
Latest developments in the judicial network among EU and member states
Legal framework and working procedures of JITs
Inter-state forms of cooperation, e.g. contracts on police cooperations
Latest trends in European police missions
Objectives
Getting informed about trends, tendencies and background of the European
police cooperation, discussing approaches and challenges faced by the police

Deadline for registration
September 2020
Place
Münster
Languages
German
Fee
194,-- Euro
Number of Participants
50
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Target group
Senior police officers, and their counterparts from abroad
Information and Registration
anmeldungfortbildung@dhpol.de
Accommodation
DHPol or nearby hotels (hotel accommodation at delegates’ own expense)
Catering

Extra Costs
Optional : outside event
Additional Remarks
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Name of the Police Academy
German Police University, Münster, Germany
Course title
Organised Crime
Date
26 - 28 October 2020
Duration
3 days
Contents and Subjects
National (German) and international organised crime situation reports
Current phenomena and situational crime trends
Current aspects from the anti OC priority programme
Counter strategies and deficiencies
Chances and forms of international cooperation
White collar crime (e.g. compliance, capital market crime, money laundering,
industrial and economic espionage)
OMG crime (international trends and counter strategies)
Cybercrime and its links to organised crime
OC related aspects from the EU policy cycle
Presentation of European counter strategies under the EMPACT cooperation
Human trafficking
Objectives
Analysis of forms of organised crime from both national and international
perspectives, assessment of threat potentials, discussion of preventive and
repressive counter strategies

Deadline for registration
August 2020
Place
Münster
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Languages
German
Fee
194,-- Euro
Number of Participants
70
Target group
Senior police officers, customs officers with a function in countering drug crime,
members of the judiciary, and their counterparts from abroad
Information and Registration
anmeldungfortbildung@dhpol.de
Accommodation
DHPol or nearby hotels (hotel accommodation at delegates’ own expense)
Catering

Extra Costs
Optional : outside event
Additional Remarks
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Name of the Police Academy
German Police University, Münster, Germany
Course title
Drug Crime
Date
26 - 28 October 2020
Duration
3 days
Contents and Subjects
National and international drug related situation report
Current phenomena and situational trends
Cooperation among police, judiciary, customs
International cooperation illustrated by selected cases
Transfer of current trends and developments to criminal law, criminal procedural
law, drug-related law, and jurisdiction
Objectives
Discussing international and national trends in drug crime, gaining new findings
from new scientific research works relating to drugs, discussion of further
approaches in national and international anti-drug politics

Deadline for registration
August 2020
Place
Münster
Languages
German
Fee
194,-- Euro
Number of Participants
60
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Target group
Senior police officers, customs officers with a function in countering drug crime,
members of the judiciary, and their counterparts from abroad
Information and Registration
anmeldungfortbildung@dhpol.de
Accommodation
DHPol or nearby hotels (hotel accommodation at delegates’ own expense)
Catering

Extra Costs
Optional : outside event
Additional Remarks
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Name of the Police Academy
German Police University, Münster, Germany
Course title
Criminological Aspects of Violent Crime
Date
1 April – 3 April 2020
Duration
3 days
Contents and Subjects
Trends and developments in extreme forms of violent crime supported by facts
from detected and undetected cases, phenomena of violent crime;
characteristics of offences, offenders and victims; conditions for the perpetration
and dynamics of the act of crime, recognazibility, risk assessment and
prevention; police control of this crime phenomenon, chances and limitations of
behavioural analysis and psychological assessment of potential violence linked
with these crimes

Objectives
Presentation of current research outcomes relating to extreme forms of violent
crime, becoming more familiar with, analysing and assessing possible counter
approaches of this crime

Deadline for registration
February 2020
Place
Münster
Languages
German
Fee
194,-- Euro
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Number of Participants
40
Target group
Senior police officers and their counterparts from abroad
Information and Registration
anmeldungfortbildung@dhpol.de
Accommodation
DHPol or nearby hotels (hotel accommodation at delegates’ own expense)
Catering

Extra Costs
Optional : outside event
Additional Remarks
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Name of the Police Academy
German Police University, Münster, Germany
Course title
Joint Investigation Teams - JITs
Date
25 – 27 November 2020
Duration
3 days
Contents and Subjects
Legal and organisational framework conditions for JITs, cooperation with
partners from the judiciary (e.g. prosecution services, Eurojust); cooperation
with Europol, possible financial subsidies for JITs, examples of current JIT
investigations, exercises
Objectives
Presentation of the current situation and challenges linked with setting up joint
investigation teams - JITs

Deadline for registration
September 2020
Place
Münster
Languages
German
Fee
194,-- Euro
Number of Participants
60
Target group
Senior police officers, prosecutors, judges, senior officials from ministries of the
Interior and Justice
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Information and Registration
anmeldungfortbildung@dhpol.de
Accommodation
DHPol or nearby hotels (hotel accommodation at delegates’ own expense)
Catering

Extra Costs
Optional : outside event
Additional Remarks
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Name of the Police Academy
German Police University, Münster, Germany
Course title
International Police Missions - IPM Research Conference
Date
30 September – 2 October 2020
Duration
3 days
Contents and Subjects
Presentations and critical discussions of research outcomes and research
challenges among relevant experts and research partners

Objectives
Presentation and discussion of research outcomes of the IPM evaluation project
at DHPol unit II.6 among relevant experts and research partners, initiation of
further research partnerships
Deadline for registration
July 2020
Place
Münster
Languages
German and English
Fee
194,-- Euro
Number of Participants
80
Target group
IPM stake holders and relevant scientists
Information and Registration
anmeldungfortbildung@dhpol.de
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Accommodation
DHPol or nearby hotels (hotel accommodation at delegates’ own expense)
Catering

Extra Costs
Optional : outside event
Additional Remarks
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Name of the Police Academy
German Police University, Münster, Germany
Course title
International Police Missions - Working Session
Date
2 – 4 September 2020
Duration
3 days
Contents and Subjects
Presentations about current international police keeping missions with German
EU or UN involvement, deepening intercultural skills, sharing know-how, getting
informed about challenges and development potential under international
mission deployments

Objectives
Broadening and enhancing knowledge on current international police keeping
missions with German, EU and UN involvement, deepening intercultural skills,
sharing know-how, getting informed about challenges and development
potential under international mission deployments

Deadline for registration
July 2020
Place
Münster
Languages
English
Fee
194,-- Euro
Number of Participants
60
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Target group
Senior police officers, police officers with mission experience, police medical
staff, police psychologists, police priests, senior military officers with mission
experience, relevant scientists with an interest in mission subjects
Information and Registration
anmeldungfortbildung@dhpol.de
Accommodation
DHPol or nearby hotels (hotel accommodation at delegates’ own expense)
Catering

Extra Costs
Optional : outside event
Additional Remarks
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Name of the Police Academy
German Police University, Münster, Germany
Course title
INTERPOL
Date
17 June – 19 June 2020
Duration
3 days
Contents and Subjects
Current and future trends and developments at Interpol;
Needs analyses designed for the police services of the Federation and the
Federal states;
Resulting needs for activity and related staff development possibilities
Objectives
Presentations of
Current trends and developments at Interpol;
Needs analyses at police services of the Federation and the Federal states;
Resulting needs to act and to implement staff development possibilities
Deadline for registration
April 2020
Place
Lyon
Languages
German
Fee
194,-- Euro
Number of Participants
35
Target group
Senior police officers and their counterparts from abroad
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Information and Registration
anmeldungfortbildung@dhpol.de
Accommodation
Lyon
Catering

Extra Costs
Optional : outside event
Additional Remarks
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Name of the Police Academy
German Police University, Münster, Germany
Course title
FRONTEX
Date
18 March – 20 March 2020
Duration
3 days
Contents and Subjects
Current and future trends and developments at FRONTEX
Qualification profiles for deployments in international organisations
Needs of police services in the Federation and Federal states
Current and future related staff development schemes
Objectives
Current trends and developments at FRONTEX border protection missions and
activities;
Qualification profiles for deployments in international organisations;
Needs of police services in the Federation and Federal states;
Resulting needs for action and staff development possibilities

Deadline for registration
January 2020
Place
Frontex HQ, Warsaw
Languages
German and English
Fee
194,-- Euro
Number of Participants
35
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Target group
Senior police officers and their counterparts from abroad
Information and Registration
anmeldungfortbildung@dhpol.de
Accommodation
Warsaw
Catering
Frontex
Extra Costs
Optional : outside event
Additional Remarks
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Name of the Police Academy
German Police University, Münster, Germany
Course title
Politically Motivated Crime
Date
28 - 30 September 2020
Duration
3 days
Contents and Subjects
National and international situation reports
Preventive and repressive counter strategies
Crime-political aspects
Operational policing situations in relation to politically motivated crime

Objectives
Analysing contemporary crime phenomena and background situations resulting
in politically motivated crime in Germany and its international implications,
assessing their threat potential, discussing preventive and repressive counter
strategies

Deadline for registration
July 2020
Place
Münster
Languages
German
Fee
194,-- Euro
Number of Participants
70
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Target group
Senior police officers, judges, prosecutors, senior officials from the ministries of
the interior or justice, representatives from the protection service of the
constitution and from Federal intelligence departments, having a role in
countering politically motivated crime, and their counterparts from abroad
Information and Registration
anmeldungfortbildung@dhpol.de
Accommodation
DHPol or nearby hotels (hotel accommodation at delegates’ own expense)
Catering

Extra Costs
Optional : outside event
Additional Remarks
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Name of the Police Academy
German Police University, Münster, Germany
Course title
Communication – A Leadership Responsibility
Date
28. – 30.09.2020
Duration
3 days
Contents
Developing communication architecture(s) in one’s own police service
The senior police officer in his/her role on the edge between the organization
and the external environment
Public relation and communication of the ‘police brand’ in a regional context
Shaping communication formats for one’s role and function as senior police
officer
Objectives
Shaping communication, not only as an interaction among individuals in the
organization but within and beyond one’s own area of responsibility
Deadline for registration
July 2020
Place
Münster, Germany
Languages
German
Fee
194,-- Euro
Number of Participants
70
Target group
Senior police officers and their counterparts from abroad
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Information and Registration
anmeldungfortbildung@dhpol.de
Accommodation
German Police University or nearby hotels (hotel not included in course fee)
Catering
German Police University
Extra Costs
Optional : outside event
Additional Remarks
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Name of the Police Academy
German Police University, Münster, Germany
Course title
New Authority
Date
14 – 16 October 2020
Duration
3 days
Contents and Subjects
Should professional leaders have a particular (inner) attitude?
How does communication really work, and what does this mean to the
professional leader?
‘New Authority’ – an inner attitude that matters beyond the direct communication
with co-workers?
Critical views on leadership concepts
Objectives
Appropriate leadership action – neither authoritarian nor defensive
Deadline for registration
August 2020
Place
Münster, Germany
Languages
German
Fee
194,-- Euro
Number of Participants
70
Target group
Senior police officers and their counterparts from abroad
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Information and Registration
anmeldungfortbildung@dhpol.de
Accommodation
German Police University or nearby hotels (hotel accommodation not included in
course fee)
Catering
German Police University
Extra Costs
Optional : outside event
Additional Remarks
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Name of the Police Academy
German Police University, Münster, Germany
Course title
Leadership and Management in Police - Citizen focused Relations
Date
4 – 6 November 2020
Duration
3 days
Contents and Subjects
The managerial concept of the former ‘new steering model’ is outdated.
Is there a need for a different, more suitable, more effective understanding of
management?
What do management and leadership mean in view of changing security and
safety needs in the public?
In how far is there a need for a citizen focussed police work?
Objectives
From the police officer to the role and function of an organisational developer, of
a manager, of a … ?
Deadline for registration
September 2020
Place
Münster, Germany
Languages
German
Fee
194,-- Euro
Number of Participants
70
Target group
Senior police officers and their counterparts from abroad
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Information and Registration
anmeldungfortbildung@dhpol.de
Accommodation
German Police University or nearby hotels (hotel accommodation not included in
course fee)
Catering
German Police University
Extra Costs
Optional : outside event
Additional Remarks
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Name of the Police Academy
Faculty of Law Enforcement, National University of Public Service
Budapest, Hungary
Course title
Police and Judicial Cooperation in Criminal Matters in the European Union
Delivered by:
Dr. Judit NAGY PhD, pol. colonel, associate professor, head of the International and
European Law Enforcement Department
Date
22-23. September 2020
Duration
2 days
Contents
1. The development of European integration. The main legal and institutional
characteristics of the EU. The process of development related to the former thirdpillar policies.
2. The impact of Lisbon Treaty on the everyday life and structure of the EU.
Perspectives and dilemmas. (Multi-speed Europe, enhanced cooperation,
exemption, etc. ).
3. The main characteristics of the police and judicial cooperation of the EU in
criminal matters: Policies related to Freedom, Security and Justice, EU Internal
Security Strategy, Prüm Treaty, Swedish Initiative, European Arrest Warrant, EU
Policy Cycle, Joint investigation Teams, etc.
5. The mandate, structure and powers of the EU agencies: Europol, Eurojust, OLAF,
CEPOL.
6. Europol: SOCTA and TE-SAT reports, EU Policy cycle, Joint investigation teams
(JITs)
7. The advantages and operation of joint investigation teams in the international
police cooperation.
8. The role of Hungary in the bloodstreams of the international cooperation in
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criminal matters (Centre for the International Cooperation in Criminal Matters).
Objectives
The participant will get an overview on the developments, priorities, future tendecies
and new instruments of the European police and judicial cooperation.
Deadline for registration
1 month prior to the course
Place
National University of Public Service
Faculty of Law Enforcement
Budapest, Üllői street 82. 1083

Languages
English
Fee
no
Number of Participants
any
Target group
law enforcement officers, researchers and lecturers of the police academies
Information and Registration
Matild André, international desk officer, andre.matild@uni-nke.hu
Accommodation
National University of Public Service, Faculty of Law Enforcement,
Venue: Budapest, Üllői street 82. 1083
5000 HUF/person/night
Catering
at the participants' own cost
Extra Costs
no
Additional Remarks
The course will be held only for non-national participants.
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Time Schedule of the 1st and 2nd day:
1st class: 09.00 - 10.30, coffee break: 10.30 - 11.00
2nd class: 11.00 - 12.30, lunch break: 12.30 - 14.00
3rd class: 14.00 - 15.30, short break: 15.30 - 15.45
4th class: 15.45 -17.15
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Name of the Police Academy
Faculty of Law Enforcement, National University of Public Service
Budapest, Hungary
Course title
Transnational criminal offences: special problems of international law enforcement
Delivered by:
Dr. MIklós Hollán PhD, associate professor, Department of International and
European Law Enforcement
Date
16-17. October 2020
Duration
2 days
Contents
1.

Concept(s) and types of transnational offences

2.

Jurisdiction of criminal courts

3.

Application of foreign law in criminal cases,

4.

Foreign elements in criminal procedures

5.

International co-operation in criminal matters

6.

International co-operation in police matters

7.

International organisations and transnational offences

Objectives
Students will be introduced into the realm of transnational offences and be
acquainted with countermeasures designed to struggle against this type of
criminality. The instructor will concentrate on jurisdictional issues and problems
connected with the application of foreign law. The rules of international co-operation
in criminal matters and forms of police cooperation will be also presented in detail.
Deadline for registration
1 month prior to the course
Place
National University of Public Service
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Faculty of Law Enforcement
Budapest, Üllői street 82. 1083

Languages
English
Fee
no
Number of Participants
any
Target group
law enforcement officers, researchers and lecturers of the police academies
Information and Registration
Matild André, international desk officer, andre.matild@uni-nke.hu
Accommodation
National University of Public Service, Faculty of Law Enforcement,
Venue: Budapest, Üllői street 82. 1083
5000 HUF/person/night
Catering
at the participants' own cost
Extra Costs
no
Additional Remarks
The course will be held only for non-national participants.
Time schedule:
1st class: 09.00 - 10.30, coffee break: 10.30 - 11.00
2nd class: 11.00 - 12.30, lunch break: 12.30 - 14.00
3rd class: 14.00 - 15.30, short break: 15.30 - 15.45
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Name of the Police Academy
Ljubljana / Slovenia
Course title
Environmental Crime
Date
18 – 22 May 2020
Duration
5 days
Contents
 Identification of pollution from detection to successful arrest of the
perpetrator and prosecution of the offense committed
 Use of modern technologies (use of drones at the crime scene - practical
illustration)
 Administrative or criminal offense for illegal waste shipment, an eternal
dilemma of any police officer
 Trade and illegal transport of protected plant species in Slovenia and the
Europols region - within the framework of the European Multidisciplinary
Platform Against Crime [EMPACT] EnviCrime
 Detection of environmental crime in the port of Koper, the importance of
connecting the financial police (FURS) and police
 Presentation of practical examples of environmental crime investigations
 Interministerial cooperation as the key to successfully combating
environmental crime in the country
Objectives
 Detecting environmental crime as one of the priorities of modern policing
 Acquaintance with typical manifestations through presentations of
practical examples
 Raising awareness of issues at regional and EU level with a focus on the
cross-border component
 Recognizing illegal shipments of waste as a threat to EU security
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 Familiarity with the problem of trade and illegal trade in protected and
plant species in Slovenia and the region
 Interministerial cooperation as the key to successfully prosecuting
environmental crime
Deadline for registration
08 April 2020
Place
Ljubljana, detailed information will be provided upon registration
Languages
English
Fee
--Number of Participants
20
Target group
Police Officers responsible for combatting Environmental Crime
Information and Registration
Robert Uzar
robert.uzar@policija.si
Accommodation
Ljubljana, detailed information will be provided upon registration
Catering
Full board provided
Extra Costs

Additional Remarks
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Name of the Police Academy
Police Academy (SIAK)
Course title
Internationally acting groups of perpetrators specialized in (apartment) burglary
Date
26 – 29 May 2020
Duration
4 days
Contents
 Acknowledgment of crime-specific elements (special groups of
perpetrators, modi operandi, potentially particularly vulnerable objects,
etc.) and presentation of recognizable trends
 Get to know the relevant legal situation
 Exchange of experience on special police and legal problems in case
processing as well as regional and international cooperation
 Possibilities of international comparison of crime scene tracks
 Problems related to ongoing telephone surveillance and cross-border
surveillance (legal and technical problems)
Objectives
 Providing a general picture of the situation, taking into account special
priorities and manifestations in the participating countries
 Exchange of information and experience on ways and means of
international fight against organized property crime in the area of
(apartment) burglary
 Exchange of information and experience about new modi operandi of
perpetrator groups and phenomenology (day-to-day burglaries, twilight
burglaries, etc.)
 Exchange of practical experience regarding investigations within the
groupings (structure and organization as well as informant acquisition)
 Exchange of experience regarding effective prevention measures
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(national and cross-border)
 Development of solutions for international strategies and programs
 Identify opportunities for optimizing regional and international cooperation
 Development of conclusions
 Maintaining and deepening professional and personal contacts
Deadline for registration
20 March 2020
Place
Police Academy, Marokkanergasse 4, 1030 Vienna
Languages
German
Fee

Number of Participants
25
Target group
Police practitioners (investigators) in the field of combating property crime special area organized (apartment) burglary
Information and Registration
Johannes Tober
Johannes.tober@bmi.gv.at
Accommodation
Police Guesthouse Berggasse, 1090 Vienna
Catering
Full board provided by CEPA
Extra Costs

Additional Remarks
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Name of the Police Academy
Police Academy (SIAK)
Course title
A World of Difference
Date
Seminar 1: 04 - 06 May 2020
Seminar 2: 11 - 13 November 2020
Duration
3 days
Contents
 Individual/institutional Discrimination
 Social demands on the Police
 Prejudices and Stereotypes (disabled persons, homosexuals, foreigners,
…)
 Constructive reaction to conflicts
 Fostering the capability to solve conflicts
Objectives
Participants recognize different forms of discrimination, reflect on their own
attitude to the subject and thereby professionalize their police actions
Deadline for registration
For seminar 1: 1st April 2020
For seminar 2: 1st October 2020
Place, Accommodation and Catering:
Hotel „Molzbachhof“, Tratten 36, 2880 Kirchberg am Wechsel
Languages
German
Fee
232,-- EUR
Number of Participants
22 (one additional seat for AEPC)
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Target group
Interested Police officers and teacher
Information and Registration
Mario Krebs, AEPC Secretariat, aepc-secretariat@bmi.gv.at
Extra Costs

Additional Remarks
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